ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

36
The construction industry is characterized by non-repetitive, complex projects, with generally 37 unpredictable productivity figures. The level of complexity increases exponentially as the scope 38 and size of projects increase. For various reasons, such as meeting deadlines to avoid liquidated 39 damages, earn bonuses etc., crashing construction project schedules is common practice in the 40 construction industry. This is generally achieved through increased resource allocation to individual 41 activities to reduce their duration. In most cases, both the increase in resources and reduction in
48 where: C T is total project cost, C A is total activity cost, C I is indirect project costs, D is 49 disincentives, and I is incentives. In reality, disincentives are more likely to be in a liquidated 50 damage format that is applied when the project duration exceeds a predetermined threshold and 51 incentives are bonuses rewarded for days saved from a specified threshold. The complication in 52 minimizing the total project cost, C T , arises due to the large number of time-cost pairs for individual 53 activities, and the resulting network computations because of differing activity duration values. It is 54 typical for large construction projects to consist of hundreds of activities. Considering the potential 55 number of discrete time-cost pairs for these activities, combined with the logical sequencing of 56 activities, the computational demands can be extreme.
57
Time-Cost Trade-off Problem
58
Heuristic and metaheuristic methods have been the main tools in addressing this problem due 59 to the above mentioned computational requirements, although exact methods have also found some Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been undoubtedly the most prominent method used for a multitude 63 of problems, including the TCT problem (Boussaïd et al. 2013) . Inspired by the Darwinian theories 64 on biology and evolution, GA use genetic operations of cross-over, mutation and selection to find 65 near optimal solutions to otherwise complicated problems using an initial set of candidate solutions
66
(Michalewicz 1999). Possible solutions are represented as a genome upon which genetic operations 67 such as mutation and crossover can be performed, thus simulating the natural selection process.
68 Table 1 represents the state of the practice in regards to the TCT problem in the construction 69 industry. It shows the typical size of the problems solved, the methods by which they are solved,
70
performance of the methods used, and whether parallel computing was used to reduce the pro-71 cessing time. It is clear that the majority of the articles addressed smaller networks, and detailed 72 performance benchmarks on solution accuracy and runtime performance also appear to be lacking.
73
In a broader context, the TCT problem can be considered a sub-set of the more general resource 74 constrained scheduling (RCS) problem; a heavily studied problem in operations research (Hartmann
75
TCT problems. 
104
Research Motivation and Contribution
115
• What is the software development effort required to achieve such solutions?
116
Motivated by these research questions, this article provides the following contributions to the 117 construction industry and research community:
118
• The presentation of a holistic analysis on the utility of GA to solve real-world TCT problems.
119
This analysis considers the trade-off of solution optimality in terms of time-to-solution, the 120 complexity of implementation and computer hardware/software requirements. processing time of the larger network problems, they were not attempted using this method. Having
197
arrived at an accurate DEAP implementation of the benchmark problem by Sonmez and Bettemir
198
(2012), this research was extended to exploit parallel computing using SCOOP. This resulted in 199 more than 4x speedup over the serial code using 8 CPU cores; however, the overall runtime ( 4 hrs)
200
indicated solving realistic TCT problems would still be infeasible.
201
IMPROVED GENETIC ALGORITHM DESIGN
202
The preliminary analysis indicated that the DEAP package can provide accurate solutions; defined as a sequence of construction modes.
218
Firstly consider the time-cost optimization problem with n activities A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } where 219 a i is an integer that represents the number of modes that can be assigned to the ith activity. Each of mode assignments is given by the list G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n } where 1 ≤ g i ≤ a i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
223
Here each gene, g i , encodes the mode number for activity i.
224
The phenotype is constructed by assigning activity i to the g i th possible mode. This yields an
227
A fitness function the can be determined in terms of the phenotype and genotype.
228
Fitness Evaluation
229
The fitness of a individual phenotype p = E(G), is the total cost of the construction process
230
given the activity mode assignments. By assignment is referred to an activity-mode pair. For 231 example, if activity i will implement mode g i , then the mode assignment is p i = (i, g i ). This total 232 cost, C T , consists of the sum of the activity costs, C A , and the indirect costs, C I , of the total project 233 duration. That is,
235
This is simply Equation (1) without the incentive and disincentive terms-it should be noted that 236 these terms can be simply added to the formula if the problem characteristics requires so.
237
Given individual, p, C A and C I can be calculated as,
where r is the indirect cost rate ($/time) and L is the set of activities which contribute to the critical 238 path of the project.
239
By substitution of Equations (4) and (5) into Equation (3) a fitness function can be defined,
241
This can, in turn, be expressed in terms of the genotype using the embryology (Equation (2)), 
Stopping Criteria
262
A challenge in using GA is to determine when to terminate (Affenzeller et al. 2009; Kim 263 2013) the genetic operations. This is a trade-off between the quality of the solution and the overall 264 execution time. Everything kept equal, more generations will always lead to better solutions unless 265 the correct answer is found during computations; however, the rate at which this improvement occurs 266 is greatly dependent on the genetic diversity in the population of solutions. When the diversity of 267 the solutions gets low, the populations stagnate and the solutions are essentially stabilized. At this 268 point there is little to be gained by continued genetic operations, and it is sensible to terminate the 269 evolution to optimize computation time required. To achieve this, a measure of diversity, which 270 compares the relative distance between fitness of the best individual to the average fitness of the 271 whole population was devised.
273
where P is the gene pool, that is the set of all genomes in the current population. This stagnation 274 criterion is used to determine the trade-off between computational effort and solution accuracy. In 275 this article, the stagnation threshold of T = 5E − 005, and the stopping criterion of S(P) < T were 276 used.
277
Critical Path Computations
278
The total cost function (Equation (3)) and derived fitness function (Equation (7) of activities using the precedence logic. In this article, the preliminary computations were run 286 using this method. Once an individual activity time-cost pair is selected from available modes 287 for an activity, the time is registered as the accepted activity duration and fed into the critical 288 path computations. This is identical to the forward pass computations of traditional CPM method.
289
Although effective in providing a simple solution to project duration computations, this approach 290 proves to be inefficient due to excessive time required to compute the results, as in each iteration 291 the network topology needs to be recalculated because of the activity mode selection.
292
The Longest Path Problem
293
Critical path problem is a specific case of a longest path problem. This widely studied fun- 
298
A graph is defined as a set of vertices, V, and a set of edges, E. For an undirected graph, vertices 300 u, v ∈ V are said to be connected if there is an edge e ∈ E such that e = (u, v). The neighborhood of 301 vertex v by n(v), that is, n(v) is the set of all vertices in E that are connected to v. A weighted graph 302 also includes a function ω(e) which assign edges to a measure of distance between its endpoints.
303
Importantly, a mode's duration through the weighting function ω(e) was explicitly encoded, which 304 enables efficient pre-processing via a topological sort.
305
Given a path is defined as a connected sequence of vertices
The length of a path, denoted by D(P v 0 ,v n ), is the 307 sum of the edge weights connecting the vertices in the path, that is D(
308
The longest path problem can be stated as follows: Given a weighted graph, G = (V, E), with 309 weighting function ω(e) and two vertices s, t ∈ V, the task is to find a path L s,t that satisfies,
310
L s,t = argmax
311
where Φ s,t is the set of all possible paths between s and t. It should be noted that for a general 312 graph G the longest path problem has been shown to be NP-hard-similar to the TCT problem as 313 noted by Sonmez and Bettemir (2012).
314
Solution for Directed Acyclic Graphs
315
There are two special types of graphs: directed and acyclic graphs. A directed graph defines 316 connectivity as unidirectional, that is if (u, v) ∈ E then u is connected to v but v is not connected 317 to u. A graph is acyclic if there do not exist and paths with v 0 = v n , such a path is called a cycle.
318
Although the longest path problem is NP-hard for a general weighted graph, an efficient algorithm negative, the algorithm shown in Figure 2 is directly applicable.
332
Thus, the fitness function F * (g) (Equation (7) 
337
DAG Implementation Using DEAP and SCOOP
338
A parallel genetic algorithm for solving the TCT using Python was implemented, in which 339 the computationally demanding critical path durations were calculated using the graph theory.
340
The DEAP library was utilized for the genome definition population creation and genetic opera-341 tions (Fortin et al. 2012) . The fitness evaluation step, which is the most computational task, has 342 been parallelized using the SCOOP library (Hold-Geoffroy et al. 2014) .
343
At the beginning of each iteration, individuals were randomly paired together based on fitness 344 based on one of several selection methods. Crossover is then performed with each of these pairs 345 to produce exactly two offspring, upon which mutation is applied at random. Finally, all offspring 346 and parents are pooled into one population, from which the best 50% are selected for the next 347 generation. This cycle repeats until a fixed generation limit is reached or if the population stagnates
(As computed by Equation 8
). An overview of this approach is given in Figure 4 .
349
The most efficient method of computing the longest path in a DAG consists of a topological sort Bayesian computation (ABC) techniques were used to analyse the algorithm parameter distribution 362 for a given desired accuracy threshold. The vector of algorithm parameters, θ, was treated as a 363 random variable with probability distribution p(θ), then the parameter distribution was computed,
364
in which the solution under a given parameter set, S θ , is the exact minimum solution, S M using
365
Bayes' Theorem,
367
While Equation (10) is not tractable, it can be estimated for a tolerable level of accuracy, ,
368
through GA simulations with randomized parameters. This method, given in Figure 5 , that results
369
is know as ABC rejection sampling in the computational statistics literature (Sunnaker et al. 2013) .
370
This ABC rejection scheme was applied using the 63a and 63b TCT problems using a target 371 accuracy of = 0.7% with uniform initial parameter distributions. For the crossover and mutation and selection functions were treated as uniform discrete random variables (i.e., each was selected 374 with equal probability from the available options within DEAP documentation). These values were 375 used for the limits for the initial parameter distribution for ABC analysis. After computing 300 accepted ABC samples, it was determined that the most optimum parameters in balancing accuracy 377 and processing time using the mean of the ABC samples. 
